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Design and thinking are two simple English words. Put them together and you end up with jargon. Jargon complicates simple concepts and understanding of people. First, let's look at the design. When most people think about design, they think about art or aesthetics. However, design is a very broad term. In the real world, designers
solve problems. Good address design and solves the problem. The second word thinking was added, probably to compare design thinking with other problem-solving methodologies such as system thinking and engineering thinking. What distinguishes design thinking from other problem-solving methodologies is the nature of the problem
that it deals with. What is the evil problem? The evil problem means that the nature of the problem is very ambiguous. Think of it as a very complex problem where there are many known and unknown. Playing chess is a difficult problem. Having your in-laws over for lunch for the first time is an evil problem. You have lunch, but there are
many other issues that are going on. Uday Patnaik, founder of Jump Associates. Evil problems do not have a clear solution yes or no. There are only the best or worst solutions to wicked problems. More effective solutions tend to reveal more design problems. The solution that works today may not work in the future. A solution that works
in one market may not work in another market (now or in the future). This is one of the main reasons why design thinking has become so popular in business and strategy. Some people refer to evil problems as design problems. Another difference is that design thinking diverges in nature. Most other problem-solving processes are
converged. In the early stages of the design thinking process, there is a strong emphasis on coming up with as many creative ideas as possible. A good design moderator will create an environment in which participants come up with as many ideas as possible. One way to create such an environment is to ensure that participants do not
judge the original ideas. Thank you if you have reached this point. I try to write more regularly, so any suggestion or feedback are the most welcome (even negative). In my next article, I'll be writing about the various stages in the design thinking process. Sign up to get a daily preparation of top tech history! Traduzindo para o portugu's
poder'amos chamar de problemas cabeludos y problemas capciosos. Um exemplo de wicked problem - sa'de p'blica no Brasil: n'o i poss'vel identificar exatamente qual o problema ou encontrar uma nica solu'o que resolva tudo. Mas como diferenciar um problema complexo de um evil problem?tame x Jean-Luc Melen meanders 1973
peloso Horst Ritter e Melvin Webber couple challenges, uncertain scale and scale. Characteristics of wicked problems that distinguish them from manual problems or certain problems: The causes of the problem are not only complex, but deeply ambiguous;O The problem does not fit into any known category. Every attempt to find a
solution changes understanding of the problem; There is no clear rule on when to stop; it was difficult to say when the problem would be resolved and what it would be like once it was resolved; There are no final decisions. It can be said that wicked problems are real problems that recognize the complex interdependence of various factors
and stakeholders, rather than the simplistic and linear abstractions of cause-and-use connections that isolate the product from the context of design. Below are some features that, according to the authors, help to define an evil problem: As we deal with an evil problem we need to break the problem in many parts and choose one of them
to solve. One possible approach is to combine thinking systems with flexible methodologies. Systemic thinking helps us understand the components of the problem and the relationship between them, while a flexible methodology helps us develop solutions together and and and in a way. New challenges require innovative thinking, and
innovative ideas emerge from new perspectives. Dealing with an evil problem in practice: SlideShare uses cookies to optimize the functionality and performance of the site, as well as to present more relevant ads to our users. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies. Read our User Agreement and our privacy policy.
SlideShare uses cookies to optimize the functionality and performance of the website, as well as to present more relevant ads to our users. If you continue to use the site, you agree to use cookies. For more information, please visit our Privacy Policy and User Agreement. Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To browse
the Academia.edu and the wider Internet faster and more securely, please take a few seconds to update the browser. Academia.edu uses cookies to customize content, adapt ads, and improve the user interface. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information using cookies. To learn more, review our privacy policy.×
Considered one of the foundations of design thinking, Richard Buchanan wrote the first large-scale article on the subject, Wicked Problems in Design Thinking. In the article, the Professor of Design and Innovation presents the characteristics of Wicked Challenges and how they interact with design thinking. The author was the first to
approach the term Design Thinking refer and provoke the discipline of design not only for professionals developed officially in academies, but also for all men and women who practice design in their procedure to solve increasingly complex problems. Below are some quotes from this important document for discipline. The basics of design
thinking: The quotes selected from Richard Buchanan's article There is no area of modern life where design - design, design, or work hypothesis, which represents intent in operations performed - is not an essential factor for shaping the human experience. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 8) The challenge is to gain a deeper understanding of
design thinking, allowing for closer collaboration and mutual benefit between those who apply design thinking to complex issues and substantive issues. This will help make practical design research more sensible and meaningful, especially in the art of production. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 8) Under liberal art I mean the discipline of thought
that can be shared in some way by all men and women in their daily lives and, in turn, dominated by a few people who practice this discipline with a distinct vision of moving from time to time to new innovative applications. In fact, the signs, things, actions and thoughts are not only interconnected, they are also interconnected and merge
into contemporary design thinking with surprising implications for innovation. These areas offer a line of past and present design as well as a point where design goes forward. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 10) [...] Graphic product design has been seen as things or faces (material texts) that will be deciphered by viewers. Recently, however,
a new approach to graphic design thinking has begun to question the basic approach of linguistics and grammar in the field of communication theory and semiotics, positioning visual communication as an argument of persuasion. In this context, designers can no longer be seen as the person decorating messages, but as communicators
who discover compelling arguments, meaning images and words in a new way. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 12) The managers of a large retail chain have been intrigued by the difficulties their customers face when working with their stores and finding goods. Traditional graphic designers have produced great signals, but without a clear
improvement in customer navigation - the more the more people ignored them. Finally, the design consultant suggested that the problem should be explored in terms of the flow of customer experience. After a period of viewing shoppers to shop, the consultant concluded that people often walked through various store sessions looking at
what was more familiar and representative of what they were looking for. This has led to a change in the display strategy, putting these more representative and familiar products in a prominent place. Although this is a smaller example, it illustrates two design repositions well: first, from signs to action, with the understanding that people
have been looking for familiar products to guide their movement; secondly, from actions to signals, with a redesign in the strategy of positioning and displaying products, placing them as signs or tips for organizing a store . (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 12) There are so many examples of conceptual repositioning in design that it is astowed that
no one has recognized the systematic model of invention that lies behind the idea of design thinking in the twentieth century. things, actions and thoughts. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 12) The ability of designers to discover new relationships between signs, things, actions and thoughts is a sign that design is not just a technical specialty, but a
new liberal art. (KUANNUN, 1992, p. 14) Mathematician, designer and former Professor Hochschule Fuyr Gestaltung (HfG) Ulm, Horst Ritter was looking for an alternative to linear, step-by-step design model studied by many designers and design theorists. However, there are several variations in the linear model, and its proponents
argue that the design process is divided into two different phases: identifying the problem and solving the problem. Identifying a problem is an analytical sequence in which the designer identifies all elements of the problem and specific all the requirements to consider for the success of the design solution. The solution is an analytical
sequence in which different requirements are combined and balanced with each other, creating a final plan that must be brought to the scale of production. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 15) However, some critics point to two weaknesses (in the proposal of a linear design system): first, the current sequence of project thinking and decisionmaking is not a simple linear process; and in addition, the problems addressed to designers are not properly adapted to the analysis and synthesis of already suggested. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 15) Rittel argues that most of the problems addressed to designers are bad problems (evil problems) a class of poorly worded social problems
where information is confusing, where there are many clients and decision-making has conflicting values, and where the consequences of the whole system are completely confusing. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 15) The linear model of designer thinking is based on certain problems that have definition conditions. The task of the designer is
to accurately determine these conditions and then calculate the solution. In contrast, bad problems suggest that there is fundamental uncertainty, but the most trivial design problem already has its own ruintosolve to produce specific or analytical problems. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 15) The vague implied that there is no final state or limit of a
design problem (something other than not determined). This is evident in the ten properties of bad problems that Rittel originally identified in 1972. (BUCHANAN, 1992, page 16) (1) Bad problems do not have definitive wording, but every formulation of a bad problem corresponds to the wording of the solution; (2) Bad problems have no
stop rules; (3) Solutions to bad problems cannot be true or false, only good (adequate) or bad (inappropriate); (4) There is no limited list of acceptable bad problem-solving operations; (5) For every bad problem, there is always more than one possible solution, and this decision will depend on the designer Weltanschauung (worldview); (6)
Every bad problem is a symptom of another higher level; (7) No wording and solution of a bad problem has a final test; (8) Solving a bad problem is one operation with no room for trial or error; (9) Every bad problem is unique; (10) A bad problem solver has no direct from the wrong - they are fully responsible for their actions. But in all
studies, design-thinking activities are easy to forget or reduced to the type of product that is finally produced. The problem for designers is to design and plan what does not yet exist, and this occurs in the context of unspecified bad problems before the end result is known. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 18) Most people continue to think about
technology in terms of product rather than in its form as a systematic discipline of thinking. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 19) The Plan (Design) is an argument that reflects the discussion of designers and their efforts to integrate knowledge in a new way that is appropriate for specific circumstances and needs. (KUAN BODY, 1992, p. 19)
Argument in design thinking goes to interaction and the relationship between signs, things, actions and thoughts. Every project, plan, stream, diagram, illustration, 3D model, or other product proposal made by a designer is an example of this argument. This argument is a synthesis of three lines of reasoning: the ideas of designers and
manufacturers about their products; Internal logical operation of these products; and the desire and ability of people to use products in their daily lives to reflect their personal and social values. Effective projects depend on the ability of designers to integrate all three lines of reasoning. But not as isolated factors that can be summed up as
a mathematical sum, or isolated objects that can be studied separately and then combined to develop a product. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 20) Persons trained formally in the arts and sciences can still be challenged by the art of design. But the dominant of this new liberal art are the practical men and women, and this discipline of thought
that they apply is gradually becoming more accessible to people in their routines. The general discipline of design thinking - more than the concrete construction of products under the current discipline - is a change in our culture not only in its external manifestations, but also in its internal character. (BUCHANAN, 1992, p. 21) Sydiki
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